GDR Summer sailing as of 20 January, 2020

Genting Dream Shore Excursions
Melaka (Port Dickson)
Itinerary:
Singapore – Melaka (Port Dickson) – Singapore (2 Nights)
Applicable Period: 8 April, 2020 to 12 November, 2020
Discover the best that Malaysia has to offer, select from a vast variety of shore excursions that Dream
Cruises has arranged for you. Book with us and have an unforgettable experience.


Great Convenience: Well thought and arranged transport for point-to-point service.



Peace of Mind: Booking your trip with us is worry-free! Ship will be there when you return even if
there are unexpected delays on an excursion.



Professionally Managed: All tours are conducted by professional guides.



Catered Needs: Notify our team at the time of booking if you require a vegetarian meal or have
specific food allergies.



Variety of Choices: Pick your dream excursion to enjoy with your family and friends by referring to
the tour’s activity level, features and remarks.
Remarks

Excursion Features
Meal (Lunch)

Scenic

Age restrictions apply

Adventure

History & Heritage

Disclaimer is required for joining this activity

Shopping &
Relaxation

Culture

Not recommended for guests in wheelchairs
or with limited mobility

Refreshment

Family fun (guests
of all ages are
welcome)

Ship to shore transfers on tender boats

Activity Level
 Moderate

 Active

 Challenging

Requires some level of physical
input such as lengthy walking
over uneven roads, going up
staircases or terrains.

Requires physical input for lengthy
periods. Such as crossing steep
terrains, and activities with ample
movement.

Requires high level of physical
input for lengthy periods. Activity
may also require certain skills,
such as scuba diving or
windsurfing.

Recommended for venturous and
able-bodied guests.

Recommended for venturous and
able-bodied guests and may
require some previous
experience.
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Melaka (Port Dickson)
Port
World
Dickson
Dream
began history as a small Malay village inhabited by fishermen and traders. It used to be first
known as 'Arang', which means coal, a reference to a carbon mine in the area. Around the 1820s, tin ore
was discovered in Lukut town about 7km north, leading to an influx of Chinese migrants into the area. In
the 1880s during the colonial era, a British official named Sir Frederic Dickson turned Arang into a port for
transporting the rich tin ore deposits from Sungai Ujong to Klang, thus the name Port Dickson.

Bespoke Journey – Port Dickson/Melaka
/Kuala Lumpur (GDPDS80)

English or Mandarin
Speaking

Meal

Activity Level

Features

Duration*

-

-

Customized

Up to 7 hours

Upon Request
Remarks

Discover the best that Port Dickson, Melaka or Kuala Lumpur has to offer. On this private excursion, build
your Dream itinerary and explore at your own pace.
Your personal travel expert will be on hand to guide you to the famous sights and help you make the most
of your journey. Whether it is sightseeing, shopping, or culinary delights, this excursion is 100% tailored to
your desires and needs.
Please visit our shipboard Shore Excursion Counter for details and assistance.

* Approximate duration includes travelling time. Information is subject to change, please refer to the updates on board.
* All above Shore Excursions photos are for reference only.
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English
Speaking

Port Dickson Highlights (GDPDS01NM)

World Dream
Meal

Activity Level

-



Features



Duration*

Participants

7.5 hours

Min. 35

SGD 60/ adult
SGD 50/ child
Remarks

Army Museum: A property of the Malaysian Royal Armed Forces,
the museum traces its exploits and achievements through history.
Aside from the museum buildings, the spacious grounds also
house decommissioned military vehicles, including planes, tanks
and artillery guns, and a memorial fountain dedicated to soldiers
who served through Malaysia's war history.

Army Museum



Tanjung Tuan Lighthouse: The Tanjung Tuan Lighthouse, also
known as Cape Rachado Lighthouse, is located in Negeri Sembilan.
Being one of the oldest lighthouses in the country, this lighthouse
holds many meaningful stories within it that are well-cherished and
preserved in the local people’s minds. It is not hard for one to
recognise the lighthouse due to its firm outlook with a fort-like
architecture.



Teluk Kemang Beach (Photo stop): It is the largest and the most
popular beach of Port Dickson. Visitor facilities and amenities are

Tanjung Tuan Lighthouse

abundant, including souvenir shops, local hawker stalls, restaurants,
walkways, gazebos and bathrooms. One of the best places for an
overall experience of local food. Enjoy your free time for lunch and
shopping on your own.


PD Ostrich Show Farm: The farm breeds and displays a large
collection of ostriches with opportunities to feed, photograph and
even race with them. The farm also has a petting zoo with domestic
pets and farm animals, an interactive section with Siamese cats and

PD Ostrich Show Farm

ponies or horse-riding.


Aeon Mall Seremban 2: There are 100 stores including movie
theaters, bowling alley and amusement facilities and providing
plenty of choices for shopping and dining!

Important Note: It takes a gentle hike and several flights of steps to climb up to Tanjung Tuan Lighthouse. Not recommended for
guests in wheelchair or with limited mobility. Comfortable shoes are recommended.

* Approximate duration includes travelling time. Information is subject to change, please refer to the updates on board.
* All above Shore Excursions photos are for reference only.
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English
Speaking

Melaka City Highlights (GDPDS04NM)

World Dream
Meal

Activity Level

-



Features

Duration*

Participants

7.5 hours

Min. 35

SGD 80/ adult
SGD 70/ child
Remarks

 The Stadthuys (Outside Visit): Built by the Dutch between 1641
and 1660 on the ruins of a Portuguese fort. This massive red building
displays all the common features of the Dutch colonial architecture
which includes substantial solid doors and louvered windows.
 St Paul’s Church: The Portuguese built this church in 1521 and
called it “Our Lady of the Hill.” It acquired its present name from the
The Stadthuys

Dutch, who built a new Lutheran church down the hill, while St.
Paul's became a funeral ground and a white-washed navigational
marker for passing ships.
 Porta de Santiago: As one of the four main gates of the A Famosa
fortress, it is the best evidence of Portuguese occupation hundreds
of years ago. This historic structure was built by the Portuguese in
1511 under the command of Alfonso de Albuquerque.

St Paul’s Church

 Dataran Pahlawan Melaka Megamall: The Mall houses local,
international fashion brands, F&B favourites and entertainment
centres. Enjoy free time shopping here!
 The Shore Sky Tower (Level 43): Walk around the roof and
discover a world above. The perimeter fencing the deck is
constructed from glass, for you to see through it. With the telescope
provided, you can easily spot the view of the Melaka City. More
thrills and excitement awaits you, as you take in the view under your

Porta de Santiago

foot with glass flooring at Sky Deck. Be surrounded by skyscrapers
and enjoy a truly unique experience with amazing 360° panoramas
view of the city and beyond.
 Jonker Walk: Both sides of the road are flanked with heritage
houses dating back up to the 17th century. Many shops are selling
antiques, textiles, handicrafts and souvenirs. The diversity of Jonker
Walk’s traditional and urban attractions is a testament of Malaysia’s
colorful history and rich multicultural society.

Jonker Walk
Important Notes:
-

Around 500 steps to climb up to the Porta de Santiago. Not recommended for guests in wheelchair or with limited mobility.
Guests can alternatively enjoy taking photos at nearby location.
Ride from Port to The Stadthuys takes about 1 hour and 45 minutes one way.
Guests will take the lift to level 42 and need to walk up stairs to the observation deck on level 43. This attraction is not
recommended for those guests who are with limited mobility or in wheelchairs.

* Approximate duration includes travelling time. Information is subject to change, please refer to the updates on board.
* All above Shore Excursions photos are for reference only.
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English
Speaking

Melaka Food Trail (GDPDS05WM)

World Dream
Meal

Activity Level

Features



Duration*

Participants

7.5 hours

Min. 35

SGD 70/ adult
SGD 60/ child
Remarks

Embark on a journey with us in search of Melaka’s best cuisines, hidden
tastes on this food trail! You’ll do nothing but eat, eat and eat! Be prepared
to feast on Melaka’s diverse yet mouth-watering food scene.
 Melaka Gourmet Tasting
o

Taste Better Durian Puffs (3 Puffs per person): This small,
roadside stall beside Jonker 88 sells handmade, freshly-baked
durian puffs. Every bite guarantees a taste of fresh durian filling that

Durian Puff

was prepared with no preservatives.
o

Famosa Chicken Rice Ball (Shared Set Meal): Chicken Rice Ball is
one of Melaka’s most famous dishes. It is hard to see why it isn’t
when the moist, sticky and fragrant rice balls and juicy, steamed
soy-sauce chicken forms such a captivating combination of flavours.
Sample it with some chilli sauce, to add a spicy, salty kick that pairs
well with the rest of the dish.

Famosa Chicken Rice Ball

 San Shu Gong & Lao Qian Ice Café (Local food and drinks at own
expenses) : At this local product centre, shop from an array of local
cookies and candies. Remember to get the popular products such as
belacan (a Malay variety of shrimp paste), curry powder and cincalok
(fermented small shrimps or krill). Craving for a warm cup of traditional
milk tea? Or are you looking to cool yourself down with a cup of iced
coffee? Whatever it is, you are sure to get your fix at Lao Qian Ice Café,
located in the same building as San Shu Gong product centre. Watch as
the baristas prepare milk teas with the traditional “pulling” method,

Lao Qian Ice Cafe

which ensures the drink to be richly-foamed, flavoursome and ready to
enjoy at an ideal drinking temperature.
 Jonker 88 (Meals at own expenses) : An inconspicuous food court
that offers traditional delicacies like Cendol and Assam Laksa. Rumour
has it - Jonker 88 serves the best Cendol that Melaka has to offer. The
Assam Laksa here is also a proud favorite of many locals, though it may
be a little spicy for some.
 Jonker Walk: Both sides of the road are flanked with heritage houses
dating back up to the 17th century. Jonker Walk houses many shops

Jonker Walk

selling antiques, textiles, handicrafts and souvenirs. The diversity of
Jonker Walk’s traditional and urban attractions is a testament of
Malaysia’s colorful history and rich multicultural society. Continue
feasting on offerings from the many food stalls along the road (at own
expense).

Important Note: Ride from Port to Jonker 88 takes about 1 hour and 30 minutes one way.
* Approximate duration includes travelling time. Information is subject to change, please refer to the updates on board.
* All above Shore Excursions photos are for reference only.
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Explore Kuala Lumpur & Batu Caves (GDPDS06NM)

World Dream
Meal

Activity Level

-

 

Features

English
Speaking

Duration*

Participants

7.5 hours

Min. 35

SGD 60/ adult
SGD 50/ child
Remarks

 Batu Caves: It is a limestone outcrop located just north of Kuala
Lumpur with three main caves featuring temples and Hindu shrines.
Its main attraction is the large Hindu God statue at the entrance.
Now it has a new and vibrant look with 272 stairways repainted with
a myriad of colours in preparation for the temple consecration
ceremony, which happens every 12 years.
Batu Caves

 Suria KLCC Shopping Center: Enjoy free time for lunch and
shopping on your own.
 Petronas Twin Towers (External façade): With a height of 451.9
metres and an 88-storey twin structure, it has become one of the
most enduring landmarks of Kuala Lumpur.

Rainbow stairways of Batu Caves
Important Notes:
- Around 272 steps to climb up to the Batu caves. Not recommended for guests in wheelchair or with limited mobility. Guests
can alternatively enjoy taking photos at nearby location. When entering Hindu Temple, female visitors are required to cover
decently from shoulders to foot. Please wear conservative dress, preferably long pants or long skirts. Or to rent a scarf at
entrance at RM 3 (current price).
- Ride from Port to Batu Caves takes about 2 hours one way.

* Approximate duration includes travelling time. Information is subject to change, please refer to the updates on board.
* All above Shore Excursions photos are for reference only.
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English
Speaking

Kuala Lumpur Highlights (GDPDS07NM)

World Dream
Meal

Activity Level

-



Features

Duration*

Participants

7.5 hours

Min. 35

SGD 80/ adult
SGD 70/ child
Remarks

 KL Tower (Include admission to Observatory Deck): Its
construction was completed on 1 March 1995. It features
an antenna that increases its height to 421 metres (1,381 feet) and is
the 7th tallest freestanding tower in the world. The roof of the pod is at
335 metres (1,099 feet). The rest of the tower below has a stairwell
and an elevator to reach the upper area, which also contains
KL Tower

a revolving restaurant, providing diners with a panoramic view of the
city.
 Petronas Twin Towers (Photo stop): With a height of 451.9 metres
and an 88-storey twin structure, it has become one of the most
enduring landmarks of Kuala Lumpur.
 Suria KLCC Shopping Center: Located in the heart of Kuala Lumpur,
Suria KLCC is the most iconic premier shopping destination in

Pertonas Twin Tower

Malaysia. A world-class complex of over 1.17 million square feet, it is
the place to go for the best shopping, dining and entertainment
experience. Enjoy free time on your own and shopping.

Important Note: Ride from Port to KL Tower takes about 1 hour and 30 minutes one way.

* Approximate duration includes travelling time. Information is subject to change, please refer to the updates on board.
* All above Shore Excursions photos are for reference only.
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The Shore Sky Tower Oceanarium & Shopping Tour
(GDPDS08NM)
World
Dream
Meal

Activity Level

-



Features

English
Speaking

Duration*

Participants

7.5 hours

Min. 30

SGD 85/ adult
SGD 70/ child
Remarks

 The Shore Sky Tower (Level 43): Walk around the roof and
discover a world above. The perimeter fencing the deck is
constructed from glass, for you to see through it. With the telescope
provided, you can easily spot the view of the Melaka City. More
thrills and excitement awaits you, as you take in the view under your
foot with glass flooring at Sky Deck. Be surrounded by skyscrapers
The Shore Sky Tower

and enjoy a truly unique experience with amazing 360° panoramas
view of the city and beyond.
 The Shore Oceanarium: The Shore Oceanarium describes itself as
the “New Premier Tourist Attraction in Melaka”. Located on the
second floor of The Shore Shopping Gallery, an extraordinary
interactive journey to learn the Earth’s ecosystem and to discover
creatures from the land to the sea awaits you. From kid-friendly
marine life exhibits to touch pools, seaturtles and more, this is the

The Shore Oceanarium

perfect place for the parents to bring their kids to for some
interactive and educational fun!
 The Shore Shopping Gallery: The stylish lifestyle-tourism focused
shopping mall is a destination in the heart of Melaka City, home to
over 100 splendid stores with an area size of 300,000 sq ft. The Mall
features modern, elegant architectures, harmonious landscaping and
a bevy of services to make it a shopping paradise for all ages.

The Shore Shopping Gallery

 The Stadthuys (Outside Visit): Built between 1641 and 1660 on the
ruins of a fort which belongs to the Portuguese. This massive red
building displays all the common features of the Dutch colonial
architecture which includes substantial solid doors and louvered
windows.
 Jonker Walk: Both sides of the road are flanked with heritage
houses dating back up to the 17th century. Many shops are selling
antiques, textiles, handicrafts and souvenirs. The diversity of Jonker
Walk’s traditional and urban attractions is a testament of Malaysia’s
colorful history and rich multicultural society.

Important Note:
-

Ride from Port to The Shore Sky Tower takes about 1 hour and 30 minutes one way.
Guests will take the lift to level 42 and need to walk up stairs to the observation deck on level 43. This attraction is not
recommended for those guests who are with limited mobility or in wheelchairs. Guests can alternatively enjoy taking photos
at nearby location.

* Approximate duration includes travelling time. Information is subject to change, please refer to the updates on board.
* All above Shore Excursions photos are for reference only.
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Discover the Lexis Hibiscus Experience (GDPDS09NM)

World Dream
Meal

Activity Level

-



Features

English
Speaking

Duration*

Participants

5 hours

Min. 30

SGD 55/ adult
SGD 50/ child
Remarks

Whether you’ve come to experience every activity Port Dickson has to
offer or do nothing more than lounge on the beach, Lexis Hibiscus Port
Dickson is an oceanfront playground for all ages. Enjoy a wide range of
outdoor activities designed to highlight the stunning beauty and vibrant
culture of Port Dickson.

Lexis Hibiscus Port Dickson

Hibiscus Walk - Located adjacent to the resort along Pantai Cermin, this
unique outdoor shopping and dining destination features rows of
“street food” style stalls offering authentic Malaysian cuisine, a souvenir
shop and a wellness center offering therapeutic massages. Choose from
a wide selection of tasty specialties from Penang, along with Nyonya
favorites, barbeque spreads, tropical fruit and satay and more (at own
expenses).
Package includes: Return transfers to Lexis Hibiscus, English-speaking
guide, Free-and-easy time at Lexis Hibiscus (approx. 3 hours), 1 bottled
water per person, and access to beach and changing rooms. Guests are
advised to bring along their own towel.

Activities at Lexis Hibiscus

Package excludes: Watersports and other activities within the resort.








Doughnut Ride = RM25.00
Archery (15 arrows) = RM10.00
Bicycle Rental = RM10.00 / 30 minutes
Tandem Bicycle = RM20.00 / 30 minutes
Water J-Park = RM35.00 / 1 hour, RM20.00 / 30 minutes
Banana Boat = RM25.00
Bandwagon Boat = RM15 per for 15 minutes

Bandwagon
Important Note:
-

-

Ride from Port to Lexis Hibiscus takes about 45 minutes one way.
Guests shall consider their physical condition and medical history in determining whether they are suitable to participate in
the activities at Lexis Hibiscus.
Some of the activities are not recommended for those passengers who: are pregnant; have undergone a surgery recently;
take prescription medication / receive medical treatment currently; have pre-existing neck, back, knee and/or shoulder
injury; are suffered from heart disease, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, respiratory problem and/or physical disability.
Guests who do not know how to swim are not recommended to participate in water activities (e.g. snorkelling, diving and
swimming etc.).
Guests booked on this tour may get wet. Guests who are interested to participate in water activities are recommended to
wear swimwear beneath your clothes and wear light-weight, comfortable clothing and shoes. It is recommended to also
bring along a towel and extra clothing.

* Approximate duration includes travelling time. Information is subject to change, please refer to the updates on board.
* All above Shore Excursions photos are for reference only.
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Melaka Transfer Service (GDPDS99NM)

World
Dream
Meal
Activity Level
-

-

SGD 20/ guest

Features

Duration*

Participants

-

7 hours

Min. 35

Remarks

Please note that coach transfer service is sold ONBOARD ONLY and transfer starts after all shore
excursions have departed. Please visit our Shore Excursions Counter for the departure and return time.
Our coach transfer drop-off and pick-up point will be at Dataran Pahlawan Melaka Megamall. One-way
transfer will take approximately 1 hour 45 mins. You are free to explore the city on your own before
boarding the coach at the scheduled time to return to the ship.
Important Note: The selling price of this transfer service is subject to change without prior notice at the discretion of Dream
Cruises, kindly check with our Shore Excursions Counter onboard before making any reservations.

* Approximate duration includes travelling time. Information is subject to change, please refer to the updates on board.
* All above Shore Excursions photos are for reference only.
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Important Notes
Dreamfares are denominated in SGD.
1.World
Shore excursion
2. Child fare is applicable to those aged 11 or below. Infants aged below 2 come free.
3. Shore excursion tickets are neither refundable nor transferrable after they have been sold.
4. Shore excursions require a minimum number of participating persons and may be cancelled if there are insufficient
participants.
5. All shore excursions are sold on a first-come, first-served basis and have a maximum limit of participating persons. To avoid
disappointment, guests are recommended to reserve shore excursions early.
6. Some shore excursions may require long-distance walking. It is recommended that guests should consider their physical
conditions before joining such shore excursions.
7. Please be careful of personal belongings at all times in order to avoid thefts and robberies.
8. Please take extra care and caution when walking inside and outside the ports or during shore excursion in order to avoid
accidents.
9. Please pay attention to hygiene conditions when going outside. Please do not drink nor dine in dirty environments.
10. Shore excursion is operated by the independent local tour operator and ticket is sold by Dream Cruises as an agent for and on
behalf of such tour operators. Dream Cruises (including its officers, employees and affiliates) will not be responsible for the act,
negligence, default or omission of such tour operators and/or any losses or damages suffered by the passenger in relation to
their shore excursion.
11. Tour operator shall have the right to change the itineraries (including, without limitation, place of visit, transportation,
accommodation and meal arrangements) due to operational need, weather conditions and/or safety, comfort or enjoyment of
the guests. Neither Dream Cruises nor the tour operator shall be liable for loss, delay, inconvenience, disappointment or
expenses whatsoever incurred or suffered by the passenger in such circumstances.
12. Dream Cruises (including its officers, employees and affiliates) and tour operator shall not be liable for any loss, damages,
claims, costs and expenses incurred and/or suffered by the passenger in relation to any force majeure events including, without
limitation, war or threat of war, riot, disaster, acts of Gods (which includes but not limited to adverse weather condition, storm,
tsunami, earthquake and/or typhoon), terrorist activity, fire, technical problem with transport, closure of port, strikes or other
industrial action, act or decision of any government authority and any other events beyond the control of Dream Cruises and
the tour operator.
13. Tour operators reserve the right to refuse the passenger to join shore excursions or cancel shore excursions for the following
several reasons: late guests; safety reasons; immigration and custom clearance; and conditions beyond the control of the tour
operator.
14. Information on this promotional leaflet is correct at the time of print. Dream Cruises reserves the final right to amend and
change any applicable terms and conditions on this promotional leaflet without prior notice. In case of any disputes, the
decision of Dream Cruises shall be final.
15. Dream Cruises will not be held responsible for any activity/transportation in ports of call other than that which is arranged
through the tour desk onboard the vessels of Dream Cruises. Any activity/transportation inside or outside the port area is not
within the control of Dream Cruises.
16. Itineraries and tour prices are subject to change without prior notice. Kindly refer to the final tour information onboard.
17. For guests in wheelchairs, there will be crew members to guide and steady them as they embark for shore excursions, but the
crew members cannot support, carry or lift guests on board the tender for safety reasons. Guests in wheelchairs please wear
appropriate, flat, and securely attached footwear, when embarking and disembarking the tender. If passenger uses a wheelchair
or mobility scooter, please note that passenger or passenger’s travelling companion is responsible for assembling and
disassembling the wheelchair/mobility scooter.
Notes:
Travel Accident Insurance
Age
6 months or above

Medical expenses claimable due to accident
happened during the course of the journey
Up to US$5,000 (Deductible US$50 /claim)

Charges claimable for medical evacuation
conducted during the course of the journey
Up to US$5,000 (Deductible US$50 /claim)

1) This Travel Accident Insurance is provided by AIG. The provisions and exclusions as staged under the AIG policy shall be
conclusive. The company has the absolute right to terminate the policy without any notice.

2) Travel Accident Insurance is not meant to replace your own travel insurance. For sake of completeness, we strongly
3)

advise you to obtain your own insurance arrangement before departure.
Please note that any claim for illness or injury must be formally lodged with full particulars to our Customer Service strictly
within thirty (30) days from the date of the incident. Claims lodged after the said timeframe shall be considered as timebarred.

* Approximate duration includes travelling time. Information is subject to change, please refer to the updates on board.
* All above Shore Excursions photos are for reference only.
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